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GRAPHIC DESIGN
I L L U S T R A T I O N
C O M I C S
S O C I A L M E D I A
A R T

GRAPHIC EXPERIENCE CORPORATE DIGITAL MARKETING MANAGER   2017-Present
 S B Yen Management Group, Chicago, IL
 Management & creation of digital and print marketing materials for 7 hotels.

 FOUNDER/ORGANIZER/DESIGNER     2015-Present
 Linktober, Chicago, IL
 Creation and management of a themed social media art challenge and brand recognition.

 GRAPHIC DESIGNER/OWNER     2010-Present
 joeldsiegel, Chicago, IL
 Create, manage, and expand the brand recognition of my artwork and independent comics.

 MARKETING ASSISTANT      2017
 Dark Water Studio, Willow Springs, IL
 Manage all marketing and create graphics for the studio and artists.

 PR MANAGER, GRAPHIC DESIGNER, SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER 2016
 International School of Comics, Chicago, IL
 Creation and management of promotional graphics for the school.

 GRAPHIC DESIGNER (CONTRACT)    2011-12, 2013-16
 TravelClick, Schaumburg, IL
 Designing web banner advertisements and email newsletters for 4 & 5-star hotel clients.

 GRAPHIC DESIGNER      2012
 Proof Nightclub, Chicago, IL
 Laying out promotional print material for nightclub events.

 LEAD DESIGNER       2007-2009
 ModuTouch Inc., Chicago, IL
 Designed user interfaces and advertisements for touch screen way finding kiosks.
 Supervised, delegated and assisted in tasks for other designers.

RELEVANT RESPONSIBILITIES
 •Design, build, and maintain websites through code and CMS
 •Maintain branding across all digital and print media
 •Social Media Management and content creation
 •Create, design, code, and distribute numerous email newsletters
 •Record and edit video
 •Research and development of other advertising opportunities
 •Layout, design, create, animate and revise rich media web banner advertisements
 •Design User Interfaces for touch screens
 •Create and animate wayfinding maps

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE
 WRITER/REVIEWER    2008, 2014-2017
 Filmtakeout.com
 Writing of movie reviews and occasional editorial articles

 BARISTA     2013-2014
 Starbucks, Chicago, IL
 Superior customer service and hand crafting beverages

 SALES ASSOCIATE    2012-2013
 Michaels, Skokie, IL
 Assistance of customers and ringing out purchases.

 SALES ASSOCIATE    2010-2012
 The Exchange, Chicago, IL
 Customer service, trading of products, and performing sales

 ESL TEACHER     2009-2010
 J Language, Suji, South Korea
 Instruction of Korean children in the English language.

ACHIEVEMENTS
 • Award-winning design. 2015 IAC for Outstanding Achievement in Internet Advertising
   (see design in TravelClick section of portfolio)
 • Art installations around Chicago 2013 - 2019

EDUCATION
 Columbia College Chicago, Chicago, IL   July 2006
 • Bachelors of Arts in Film/Video with a concentration in Traditional Animation

LANGUAGES
 English (American) - Native Speaker
 Spanish - Near fluency (7 years)
 Japanese - Beginner to intermediate (less that 1 year)
 Korean - Beginner (less than 1 year)

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE COMPETENCIES
 ◊ Adobe Creative Suite (Illustrator, Photoshop, etc)  ◊ Google Web Designer 
 ◊ HTML 5 and CSS   ◊ Microsoft Office  ◊ Weebly
 ◊ WordPress  ◊ SquareSpace  ◊ Clip Studio Paint
 ◊ Hootsuite  ◊ Sketchbook Pro  ◊ MailChimp
 ◊ Google Drive  ◊ Mac and PC  ◊ Constant Contact
 ◊ Slack   ◊ Trello



Family owned hotel management group with 7 properties in Chicagoland.
Managing and creating all graphics used for properties and restaurants.

Social media content creation and management, and email newsletter creation and distribution.

PRINT - DIGITAL
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PRINTED ITEMS - With 7 properties in 
Chicagoland that means a lot of material 
gets designed and printed. These are just 
some of what has been made including 
ads in programs, collectible menus, flyers 
for event space, table tent menus, and 
even unique tri-fold brochures.

GRAPHIC EXPERIENCE CORPORATE DIGITAL MARKETING MANAGER   2017-Present
 S B Yen Management Group, Chicago, IL
 Management & creation of digital and print marketing materials for 7 hotels.

 FOUNDER/ORGANIZER/DESIGNER     2015-Present
 Linktober, Chicago, IL
 Creation and management of a themed social media art challenge and brand recognition.

 GRAPHIC DESIGNER/OWNER     2010-Present
 joeldsiegel, Chicago, IL
 Create, manage, and expand the brand recognition of my artwork and independent comics.

 MARKETING ASSISTANT      2017
 Dark Water Studio, Willow Springs, IL
 Manage all marketing and create graphics for the studio and artists.

 PR MANAGER, GRAPHIC DESIGNER, SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER 2016
 International School of Comics, Chicago, IL
 Creation and management of promotional graphics for the school.

 GRAPHIC DESIGNER (CONTRACT)    2011-12, 2013-16
 TravelClick, Schaumburg, IL
 Designing web banner advertisements and email newsletters for 4 & 5-star hotel clients.

 GRAPHIC DESIGNER      2012
 Proof Nightclub, Chicago, IL
 Laying out promotional print material for nightclub events.

 LEAD DESIGNER       2007-2009
 ModuTouch Inc., Chicago, IL
 Designed user interfaces and advertisements for touch screen way finding kiosks.
 Supervised, delegated and assisted in tasks for other designers.

RELEVANT RESPONSIBILITIES
 •Design, build, and maintain websites through code and CMS
 •Maintain branding across all digital and print media
 •Social Media Management and content creation
 •Create, design, code, and distribute numerous email newsletters
 •Record and edit video
 •Research and development of other advertising opportunities
 •Layout, design, create, animate and revise rich media web banner advertisements
 •Design User Interfaces for touch screens
 •Create and animate wayfinding maps



D
IG

IT
AL ACROSS THE WORLD WIDE WEB - Between creating and distributing recurring email newsletters 

there is also the creation and management of social media content, promotions, & advertising.  
Some of the below promotional images were also featured on the hotel’s main websites.



inktober

Social media based daily
Legend of Zelda art challenge

started and annually helmed by me.

BRANDING - PRINT - DIGITAL
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G A CHALLENGE OF DESIGN - Since Linktober has 
ties to Inktober and is themed to The Legend of 
Zelda it made sense to have a logo combining 

ink and symbols from the series.  These are 
some variations as well as merchandise

such as acrylic charms, vinyl stickers,
enamel pins, and business cards.

PRINTED ITEMS - With 7 properties in 
Chicagoland that means a lot of material 
gets designed and printed. These are just 
some of what has been made including 
ads in programs, collectible menus, flyers 
for event space, table tent menus, and 
even unique tri-fold brochures.
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MAKING IT WORK
- Each of these 
32-page books has my 
hand drawn artwork in it 
from the years of Linktober.  
Making them available for 
purchase as well as other items 
like vinyl stickers was a great way to 
get more of the brand out there at the same time 
as the challenge of Linktober itself in front of more fans.
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AL CONNECTING LINKS

- Linktober is a
challenge that happens 
entirely on social media 
so it needs everything 

that goes with that 
including a website, 

regular email
newsletters, and

presence on each
platform. All of these 

need to be responsive
in order to be enjoyed

on all devices.



joeldsiegel
website & brand used to promote

my artwork, comics, and
graphic design

DIGITAL - BRANDING - PRINT - ILLUSTRATION



D
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AL ONLINE PRESENCE - Getting myself, my art, my designs out there would be nothing without social 

media and the internet.  Here are my website, my Etsy (eCommerce) store, email newsletter,
and Instagram page (one of many social media profiles) as examples of my personal digital work  
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G BRANDING MYSELF - My face and
my name are what needs to be 
remembered most when meeting
new fans or clients so my large vinyl 
banner getsthe attention while my
“J S” logo initials button and collectible 
business cards gets my brand identity 
into their hands and memories.
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NEVERWONDER - Combining “Peter Pan” and “Alice in Wonderland” 
paved the way to a perfect blend for an entire wedding catalog
of stationery, decor, and items.  From save-the-dates and
invitations to ceremony programs to clockface button
giveaways; “Neverwonder” was an entirely coherent
theme to our wedding.
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MASS APPEAL - Working conventions 
and shows meant I needed to lend 
my skills to designing on items.  
Besides making mini comics 
other merchandise was 
needed to get my art and 
brand out there.  Shirt 
designs, buttons
(including glow-in-the-dark), 
and high detailed
vinyl stickers
(detail zoom in red circle) 
have made my fans 
into friends and
returning customers.
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ART FOR ALL - Combining my 
drawing and graphic skills
developed this pop art style 
perfect for sequential art
comic-like pieces.  A few of my 
digital illustrations were made 
for charity, some for show exclusives,
but mostly they have been from things I
appreciate.  The sizes are 8x10, 11x17, or 18x24



DARK
WATER
STUDIO

PRINT - DIGITAL

Complete graphic creation for print and digital for a fine art tattoo studio and gallery.
Social media content creation and management for multiple accounts.

Photo manipulation and digital correction for showcasing.
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INK IN PRINT - 
Most work was digital at Dark 
Water Studio but these few 
print items stood out among 
my work.  Business cards,
postcard, and the redesigned 
insert to a tattoo ink set
specific to my boss
(the shop owner).
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FOCAL POINT
- Social media, email, and website

graphics & content were the primary focus here. 
The real challenge was in photo editing as tattoo

photography manipultaion is not easy.
Keeping the viewers eyes on the pieces was

key and these images show exactly
that as well as a couple

promotional pieces.  



Google Display Remarketing Banner Advertistement creation and animation
and hard coded HTML email newsletters all for high-end hotel clients worldwide.

DIGITAL
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AWARD-WINNING
- Designing, revising, and animating GDN “Remarketing” banners for

4 and 5 star hotel clients around the world taught me speed in design.  
One of my designs (pictured on the screen) won the 2015 IAC

award for Outstanding Achievement in Internet Advertising.
Besides the banner ads; designing and HTML coding emails

for those same clients was among my other tasks (not pictured).



JOEL SIEGEL
joeldsiegel.com
joeldsiegel@aol.com


